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INTRODUCTION

As part of the eighth round of the ‘‘Community Wide

Experiment on the Critical Assessment of Techniques for

Protein Structure Prediction’’ (CASP8) protein structure pre-

diction groups were asked to make blind predictions of 3D

structure for 128 distinct target proteins over a 3-month pe-

riod. The task of the CASP assessors is to evaluate these pre-

dictions, and the first step in the assessment process is to

split the target structures into domains for the purposes of

the assessment, to trim local segments where necessary, and

to assign each target domain to a category based on the diffi-

culty of the prediction and the methods used to predict the

3D structure.

The term domain is used here and throughout the assess-

ment process to denote a self-contained segment of the 3D

structure of the target that has been defined for the purposes

of the assessment of the tertiary structure predictions. The

domains chosen for assessment purposes are based on, but

may not always coincide with, the generally accepted evolu-

tionary or structural views of domains. The term ‘‘assessment

unit’’ was introduced in CASP71 and is used interchangeably

with the term ‘‘target domain’’ in the context of this article.

The classification of assessment units was unchanged from

CASP7.1 Most targets were assigned to one of the two assessed

categories, ‘‘template-based modeling’’ or ‘‘free modeling,’’
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ABSTRACT

In order to be successful CASP experiments require

experimentally determined protein structures. These

structures form the basis of the experiment. Structural

genomics groups have provided the vast majority of these

structures in recent editions of CASP. Before the struc-

ture prediction assessment can begin these target struc-

tures must be divided into structural domains for assess-

ment purposes and each assessment unit must be

assigned to one or more tertiary structure prediction cat-

egories. In CASP8 target domain boundaries were based

on visual inspection of targets and their experimental

data, and on superpositions of the target structures with

related template structures. As in CASP7 target domains

were broadly classified into two different categories:

‘‘template-based modeling’’ and ‘‘free modeling.’’ Assess-

ment categories were determined by structural similarity

between the target domain and the nearest structural

templates in the PDB and by whether or not related

structural templates were used to build the models. The

vast majority of the 164 assessment units in CASP8 were

classified as template-based modeling. Just 10 target

domains were defined as free modeling. In addition three

targets were assessed in both the free modeling and tem-

plate based categories and a subset of 50 template-based

models was evaluated as part of the ‘‘high accuracy’’ sub-

set. The targets submitted for CASP8 confirmed a trend

that has been apparent since CASP5: targets submitted to

the CASP experiments are becoming easier to predict.
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though four targets were classified in both the free model-

ing and template-based modeling categories. A subset of

the template-based modeling target domains were also

categorized as ‘‘high accuracy’’; for these target domains

template detection was considered trivial and assessors

were able to evaluate more than just the backbone accuracy

of the models. The classification process was based on

structural similarity to the nearest PDB2 template found

by LGA.3

EXPERIMENTAL TARGET STRUC-
TURES

Predictors were asked to predict tertiary structure for

128 target sequences (T0387 to T0514) during the 3-

month prediction season (Table 1). All but seven of the

target structures were provided by structural genomics

groups. The shortest target sequence was just 55 residues

long (T0480), while the longest target sequence was the

mostly disordered structure T0500 (829 residues). A total

of 107 target structures were determined by X-ray crystal-

lography, 21 by NMR.

At the time of their release, CASP8 target sequences

were annotated by the organizers as either ‘‘human/

server’’ targets or ‘‘server only’’ targets. All groups were

assessed over the human/server targets, server only tar-

gets could be predicted by all groups, but only server

predictions would be officially assessed. Targets expected

to be more difficult were usually placed in the human/

server category. There were 57 human/server targets (five

were cancelled) and 71 server only targets (two were

cancelled).

Seven targets were cancelled either during or by the

end of the prediction season, so predictors were eval-

uated over 121 targets. Two targets were excluded from

the assessment because the structure was not released in

time for the CASP meeting (T0403 and T0439) and a

third target (T0387) was cancelled because of the pre-

mature availability of its structure. Two targets (T0484

and T0500) were not assessed for structure prediction

because they were predominantly disordered. Target

T0467 was not assessed because the initial structure that

the Prediction Center received was a very loose NMR

ensemble.

Target T0410 (PDB: 3D3L) has a violently altered

C-terminal conformation resulting from an inadvertent

read-through of a stop codon, and was cancelled by the

assessors. The C-terminal residue isoleucine is replaced

by 33 extra residues starting with a serine. In the nearest

template, (2P0M, 60% identity) the C-terminal residue, a

leucine, binds the active site iron with its terminal

carboxyl group and is thoroughly buried. In T0410, the

C-terminal iron ligand is no longer available and is

replaced by a water molecule; the extra C-terminal 32

residues in T0410 are disordered, as are several other

nearby loops. In addition, the long N-terminal helix and

its loops take up an entirely new orientation relative to

all related enzymes; nearly 908 rotated and with some

residues shifted more than 20 Å. There is evidence from

the template that the N-terminal may undergo conforma-

tional changes,4 but the assessors felt that the extra

C-terminal residues may have played a large role in this

case, making this target too unpredictable to evaluate.

The 121 targets were divided into 164 assessment

units: the smallest had just 30 residues (T0480 again),

the largest 561 (target T0450). One target (T0487) was

divided into five target domains, the most domains of

any target in any CASP (Fig. 1). Many of the assessment

units were structurally related, 70 of 165 target domains

having a common fold with at least one other target do-

main. Ten of the target domains had Rossman folds and

there were eight Tudor domains. Supporting information

Table 1 contains an overview of the CASP8 targets and

further information is available on the CASP8 web pages

(http://predictioncenter.org/casp8/index.cgi).

STRUCTURAL TEMPLATES

As in previous CASPs, a key part of partitioning the

targets into domains was the search for structurally simi-

lar templates. We carried out template searches against

the whole PDB database, both with whole target struc-

tures and with a range of potential assessment units. In a

first pass, we used the structural alignment program

Figure 1
Domain definition for target T0487. Ribbon representation of target

T0487 (PDB 3DLB),5 the argonaute protein silencing complex, which

was defined as having five domains. Here, the five assessment units are

shown labeled blue to red along the chain.

CASP8 Domain Definition
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Mammoth6 and a 97% nonredundant set of chains from

the PDB. In the second pass, we used LGA to superim-

pose the target onto the top scoring 1500 chains by

Mammoth z-score and all similar chains previously

removed by clustering at 97%. For those target domains

where no clear template was found despite running both

Mammoth and LGA, we ran LGA again against the whole

PDB database.

The top 20 structural templates for each assessment

unit can be found on the CASP8 web pages (http://pre

dictioncenter.org/download_area/CASP8/list_of_templates.

txt).

TARGET DOMAIN DEFINITION

Assessment units were generally assigned based both

on structural integrity and on evolutionary relationship.

Visual inspection of the targets and the target-template

superpositions allowed us to make domain boundary

definitions for the majority of the targets. Final domain

definitions were made by consensus between the assessors.

When making domain boundary decisions, assessors

took other factors into account beyond structural integrity

and evaluation. Targets with two structural domains that

had identical orientations relative to their closest structural

templates were not split into separate domains as it was

felt that predictors should be able to predict the domains

with the correct orientation. One side effect of this deci-

sion was that the domain definitions for targets T0430,

T0456, T0483, and T0494 were incongruous. Although all

four targets have the same SCOP7 family (the protein ki-

nase catalytic subunit), T0430 and T0456 were split into

two assessment units while T0494 and T0483 were not.

In a number of cases, assessment units were defined

based on what the assessors felt would most help predic-

tors. For example, the target T0405 did not have a tem-

plate that covered the whole structure. It was split into

two assessment units (Fig. 2) because the three N-termi-

nal helices formed a predictable domain that did have

useful templates. T0443 was another target for which

there were not templates for the entire structure and it

does not have clear domain boundaries in the structural

sense. It was split into three assessment units because

templates were available for domains 1 and 3. Indeed

predictors made relatively successful template-based pre-

dictions for these target domains. The remainder of the

target was defined as the second assessment unit (Fig. 3)

but should not be considered a domain in the structural

sense. It was particularly difficult to predict as it is made

up of two nonconsecutive sections.

The domain definition process is best illustrated with

examples. Target T0472 is unusual in that it was an

NMR target that was split into different assessment units.

Although the target is clearly a single domain in the

structural sense, there were no template structures that

included both halves, which meant that there was no in-

dication of the correct orientation of the subdomains.

The target was evaluated as two separate assessment

units, and there were templates for both subdomains. In

fact, the templates for the second target domain were so

similar that it was classified as part of the high accuracy

subset. For this target, the prediction of the correct rela-

tionship of the two subdomains was assessed as a special

case in the TBM section.8

Target T0446 [Fig. 4(a)] was also split into two assess-

ment units. Target T0446 really only makes sense as a

pentamer, but the nearest template, 3B77 [Fig. 4(b)], has

12-fold symmetry in a conical dish shape, with the

related structural regions out at the ends of long helical

hairpins. The contact between the chains in T0446 and

3B77 is very different, and the relative orientation of the

two subdomains in each chain is also somewhat different.

Therefore, T0446 was split into two assessment units.

Figure 2
The domain definition of target T0405. Target T0405 (not deposited)

was a free modeling target that was split into two domains for the

structure prediction evaluation. The all-helical domain 1, shown in blue,

was the better predicted domain.

Figure 3
The domain definition of target T0443. Target T0443 (PDB 3DEE) was

split into three assessment units despite the fact that the central target

domain (in yellow) is not a domain in the structural sense. Domains 1

and 3 have templates and were in fact better predicted than domain 2.
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Although the official domain definitions were those

used by the assessors as part of the main evaluation

track, the predictions for all targets that were split into

domains were also assessed automatically by the Predic-

tion Center as full targets and these results are available

on the CASP8 web pages.

DOMAIN EXTENSIONS,
CRYSTAL CONTACTS,
AND LINKERS

As in CASP8, we excluded residues from the official

assessment units where we felt that the local conforma-

tion of the target structure was either uncertain or was

likely to be influenced by factors other than intrachain

interactions. Regions that we judged were strongly influ-

enced by crystal packing were left out from the official

definitions, for instance the C-terminal tail in T0434 past

proline 195 (proline 176 in PDB structure 3DAL), which

sticks far out to make a crystal contact. Cloning artifacts

that appeared in the final structure were left out, for

example, target T0392 where the N-terminal extension

that forms a dimer is a cloning artifact. Also omitted

were regions that show significant differences (>3.5 Å)

between the chains in the deposited structure, such as

the outer loops in target T0446 that can be seen to differ

even in the ribbon representation [Fig. 4(a)].

The assessors identified and left out of the assessment

local regions in target structures whose positions were

highly uncertain (and therefore not appropriate as a ref-

erence for judging predictions). For structures solved by

NMR we made the decision to select what we felt was

the most representative model from the ensemble and

then trimmed those residues where there was a large dif-

Figure 4
The domain definition of target T0446. In (a) target T0446 (PDB 3CDX) is shown as a pentamer, with four of the chains colored gold, green,
purple, and cyan, while the chain at the top is colored as per the domain definition—domain 1 in blue, domain 2 in red, and trimmed loops in

grey. Those grey loops are geometrically required to have different crystal contacts for each chain in the pentamer, since fivefold symmetry cannot

repeat in space; those differences can be appreciated around the edges. It is apparent from the diagram that the stronger contacts are between the

chains, through a continuous b-sheet, rather than within the chains. Section (b) shows the nearest template, 3B77, in which the regions

homologous to T0466 form a 12-mer, joined in a dish shape by a long helical hairpin.

Figure 5
Trimming an NMR target. Target T0466 (PDB 2K5D) is an NMR
ensemble of 20 models, shown with ribbons colored blue to red from

N- to C-terminus. The N-terminus and the orange loop are clearly

disordered, and short sections at the C-terminus and in the two green

loops differed by more than the 3.5 Å cutoff. The domain definition

thus contained four residue ranges.

CASP8 Domain Definition
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ference between the models. In previous CASPs this was

done by eye; here we left out residues where there were

differences of greater than 3.5 Å between the Cas of any
two models, although single deviating loop residues were

not trimmed. For example, for the T0466 NMR ensemble

in Figure 5, the N-terminus and orange loop are com-

pletely disordered (where there was little or no experi-

mental data), and the C-terminus and the two green

loops differed by more than the 3.5 Å cutoff after super-

position. For crystal structures uncertain regions were

identified and removed from the assessment if they had

very weak or absent electron density (for example loop

214–218 in T0442 and loop 92–100 in T0493); if maps

were not available then a judgment was made by the

assessors based on regions with very high crystallographic

B-factors relative to the rest of the protein.

Many of the target structures had extensions beyond

the compact globular core, which in many cases could

not be built directly from any structural template. In

deciding whether or not to include an extension as part

of an official assessment unit, the assessors considered

many factors, and each case was treated on its own

merits. If the extension could be predicted directly from

templates, it was always included in the official target do-

main. For example, target T0408 has a four-helix-bundle

core with a two-helix N-terminal extension that forms a

noncompact monomer. Six chains interlock into a

compact hexamer in the biological molecule [Fig. 6(a)].

This arrangement also occurs in the homologous

templates, so we retained the whole chain of T0408 as a

single assessment unit.

If the extension formed a separate core and might be

considered as a domain on its own, it was defined as a

separate assessment unit. The C-terminus of T0510

cannot be built from a homologous template – the

C-termini of all similar structures snake across the sur-

face of the templates. However, the T0510 C-terminus

forms a small domain with a hydrophobic core

[Fig. 6(b)], so it was retained as a separate assessment

unit for free modeling.

In target T0409 there is a 30-residue region at the N-

terminus that forms a domain-swap interaction with the

other chain in the crystal structure, tight enough to be

the presumed biological unit. There is no template for

this extension in the PDB and the predictors were not

told expressly that this target would be a dimer. There

was nothing at all to suggest that predictors might have

been able to predict the extension so it was removed

from the official target definition [Fig. 6(c)].

Target T0395 has a 60-residue C-terminal section of

mixed helix and non-repetitive structure that wraps itself

around the surface of the protein. There is no PDB tem-

plate for this section, though the undeposited target

T0320 from CASP7 is highly similar. Without a template

the C-terminal region could only have been evaluated in

the free modeling category, but it does not form a hydro-

Figure 6
Extensions from the core. Three examples of domain definitions for

targets that had extensions beyond the core of the principal structural

domain. Target T0408 (PDB 3D7I) in (a) has a two-helix extension that
is only compact in the hexamer. There are similar templates, however,

so the extension was left in the domain definition. Part (b) shows the

domain definition for target T0510 (PDB 3DOA), which has an

extension without a homologous template structure (shown in blue); in

this case it folds with a hydrophobic core and was assessed as a separate

domain. In (c), the domain extension in target T0409 (PDB 3D0F)

forms a tight domain-swap dimer, chain A shown in green and gray,

chain B in orange. In this case, there is no similar template and the

extension was left out of the core domain definition (in lime green).

M.L. Tress et al.
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phobic core and could only be modeled in the context of

its interactions with the rest of the chain. As a result it

was trimmed from the official assessment unit. Both the

T0395 C-terminal region and a compact, unswapped

monomer version of target T0409 were considered sepa-

rately as special cases outside the main evaluation track

and are reported in the template-based modeling assess-

ment paper.8

Although we trimmed residues from several targets, we

did not trim all regions without a template. Knowing

when to use a template and when to deviate from it is

an important part of the prediction of harder targets. For

example, target T0513 has N- and C-terminal helices that

could not be modeled from homologous templates.

Although we trimmed two residues from the N-terminus

because of differences between the chains, the two helices

were left in the assessment because they pack to the sur-

face of the structure and are not dominated by crystal

contacts.

TARGET DOMAIN
CATEGORIZATION

For evaluation purposes, the target domains were clas-

sified as template-based modeling or free modeling. A

few target domains were classified as both free modeling

and template-based modeling. A subset of the template-

based modeling target domains were also classified as

‘‘high accuracy’’ to allow the modeling of detailed struc-

tural features such as side chains to be assessed.

When making decisions on the category of the target

domains, the assessors generally made use of just two

pieces of information: the complete set of structurally

similar template structures detected from Mammoth and

LGA searches of the PDB, and the list of parent struc-

tures that the predictors used to build their models. Not

all predictors provide this information in their submitted

models, but the information is vital, since the assessors

can instantly know when a predictor has used a relevant

template, or much of a relevant template, to model a

target structure. Unfortunately, the converse is not true -

the absence of explicit information on the use of

templates does not indicate that a prediction was ‘‘tem-

plate-free’’, it may also be that the predictors do not

know which templates have been used in a fragment-

based assembly, or they have not chosen to provide this

input for other reasons.

Assessment units were categorized as template-based

modeling if LGA detected one or more structurally simi-

lar templates that covered the core of the assessment unit

and if predictors had explicitly used one or more of the

structurally similar templates during the modeling

process.

Target domains were classified as free modeling targets

either because we were unable to find a similar template

structure to cover the whole assessment unit (just targets

T0397-D1 and T0496-D2), or because the predictors did

not use the structurally similar template structures that

we found with LGA (for example, T0416-D2 and T0443-

D2).

T0513-D2 was a difficult target domain to classify

because there were many good predictions for the target,

yet no predictor had explicitly used any of the available

good templates. The 26 models with the highest GDT-TS

scores were nearly identical to one another and were

more similar to the real structure of the domain than the

best template structure. We reasoned that the good pre-

dictions for this assessment unit could be traced back to

a single good server model and that the predictors had

recognized the value of this model. T0513-D2 was thus

defined as a free modeling target.

Three assessment units were considered to have both

template-based and free modeling characteristics and

were assessed in both categories. T0476 has remotely

similar templates for two sections that were difficult to

combine. Although some predictors had used a template

for target T0443-D1, their models were not among the

best. Target T0460 was reclassified from the template-

based modeling category into the template-based/free

modeling overlap category after the Cagliari meeting.

While one of the best predictors had predicted a good

Figure 7
Target T0476 and its two structural templates. Target T0476 (PDB
2K5C) superimposed on the nearest structural template (PDB 2ZBZ).

T0476 is colored blue to red along the sequence, and the template is

shown in grey. The template covers more than half the target structure,

but the yellow and blue strands on the right of the figure form a zinc-

binding motif that could have been predicted from rubredoxin-like zinc

ribbon proteins unrelated to the major template structure. Much of the

structure of 2ZBZ has been hidden to make the figure clearer.
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model with a template, it was clear that the remainder of

the good models (and in particular the outstanding mod-

els for the target) were predicted by methods best suited

to the free modeling section.

Template-based modeling targets were also classified as

high accuracy if highly similar template structures were

available with LGA-S scores greater than 80, and if there

were a substantial number of first models with a GDT-

TS of over 80.

In total 11 target domains were defined as free model-

ing targets, 151 were defined as template-based targets,

and three as free modeling/template-based modeling

overlap targets. Fifty template-based target domains were

also defined as high-accuracy targets.

DISCUSSION

The CASP categorization system was last changed after

CASP6 and the ‘‘new fold’’ category was replaced by the

free modeling category, in part because there were few

real new folds in CASP6. It is clear that the change was

needed, since in CASP8 only two of the 10 free modeling

targets could be described as new folds (T0397-D1 and

T0496-D2). In addition, there were several target

domains where it would only have been possible to build

a tempate-based model for the core of the structure.

These targets included two free modeling targets (T0405-

D2, T0482) and one free modeling/template-based

overlap target (T0476), for which it was possible to bolt

together a model using two unrelated templates (Fig. 7).

T0443 would have been a new fold if it had not been

split into separate assessment units.

The lack of new folds illustrates a trend that is clear

from the last four CASP experiments (Fig. 8)—the nature

of the CASP targets is changing. While the number of

targets has increased with every new CASP—total assess-

ment units have more than doubled between CASP5 and

CASP8—there has been no similar increase in the num-

ber of target domains evaluated in the free modeling/ab

initio sections (FM targets). Comparisons between CASP

experiments, using the CASP8 criteria to categorize the

targets where possible, show that the opposite has

happened. There are now half as many FM targets than

there would have been in CASP6,9 despite the best

efforts of the Prediction Center to find free modeling tar-

gets. In terms of proportion, the FM targets in CASP8

are a third of what they would have been in CASP6.10

At the same time, the proportion of targets in the high

accuracy section has increased. Fifteen CASP5 target

domains fit the criteria used to define the CASP8 high

accuracy targets. This had risen to 50 assessment units by

CASP8, in part due to a conscious decision to include

more high accuracy targets after CASP6.

There are many possible reasons for these changes. It

is certainly true that the PDB now covers more of the

structural space. Between 2002 (the time of CASP5) and

2008, the number of deposited PDB structures rose from

19,000 to more than 55,000. It may also be that the

number of new folds being deposited in the PDB has

slowed dramatically.11 Changes in the priorities of the

structural genomics initiative consortia may also have

contributed to the lack of new folds in CASP. Finally,

methods for the detection of templates are also clearly

more sensitive than they were in 2002.12

Whatever the reason, the trend seems likely to continue

in CASP9. This will have several consequences. For exam-

ple, the subset of free modeling targets is likely to become

too small to allow any conclusions at all to be made in the

free modeling category, and assessing free modeling pre-

dictions may require some sort of continuous assessment

system.13,14 In addition if the proportion of high-accu-

racy targets grows, more emphasis will have to be placed

on evaluating more than just the accuracy of predicting Ca
positions. The changing equilibrium between the ‘‘hardest’’

and ‘‘easiest’’ targets also suggests that the system of target

categorization may need to be revisited.
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